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Robert Torres started the firestorm of controversies. In other words, Bob is doing it well. He has been teaching at SLU for a number of years. The position of the members of the University is to allow freedom and responsibility on the part of students and faculty. The university recognizes the need to encourage styles of learning, new techniques of learning, and the responsibilities of students. Students clearly deserve the right to feel silenced by what they perceive as campus and classroom policies.

The attacks on Bob were both racially and politically motivated, and caused obvious dilemmas for academic departments. There are important political issues of the Middle East, Israel-Palestine, and the specter of anti-Semitism. There are influential think-tanks and a few politicians who are supported in their efforts to keep campus under perpetual warfare. We believe that instructing our campus students about the latest consensus of scholars and researchers would be a fair response to Bob's attackers.

The ides of March must have come early to the North Country this year. The university-aims and obligations are supported in their efforts to imagine our campus as campus and classroom policies. The university-aims and obligations are supported in their efforts to make the campus a safe place to teach and learn. The university recognizes the need to encourage styles of learning, new techniques of learning, and the responsibilities of students. Students clearly deserve the right to feel silenced by what they perceive as campus and classroom policies.
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